Nanostructured antireflective in-plane solar harvester.
In this work, we demonstrate a two-dimensional nano-hole array that can reduce reflection losses while passively trapping and harvesting incident light. The surface structure is designed to scavenge a small portion of incident light that would typically be lost due to Fresnel reflection, while the majority of light transmits unobstructed like a regular window. The trapping mechanism is dependent on angle and wavelength, and can be designed to selectively trap narrow wavelength bands using the constructed theoretical models. We demonstrate that structures with periods of 275 nm and 325 nm can trap different wavelength range within the visible spectrum, while simultaneously suppressing reflection losses. The trapping effect can be observed visually, and can be converted to a current output using a photovoltaic (PV) cell on the glass edge. The fabrication of such materials employs a simple replication process, and can be readily scaled up for large-scale manufacturing. The demonstrated solar harvester can be potentially be widely deployed in residential and commercial buildings as multifunctional windows for solar energy harvesting, scavenging, spectra splitting, and anti-glare properties.